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We describe an experimental approach to the determination of the nascent internal state distribution
of gas-phase products of a gas–liquid interfacial reaction. The system chosen for study is O(3P)
atoms with the surface of liquid deuterated squalane, a partially branched long-chain saturated
hydrocarbon, C30D62. The nascent OD products are detected by laser-induced fluorescence. Both
OD (v850) and (v851) were observed in significant yield. The rotational distributions in both
vibrational levels are essentially the same, and are characteristic of a Boltzmann distribution at a
temperature close to that of the liquid surface. This contrasts with the distributions in the
corresponding homogeneous gas-phase reactions. We propose a preliminary interpretation in terms
of a dominant trapping-desorption mechanism, in which the OD molecules are retained at the
surface sufficiently long to cause rotational equilibration but not complete vibrational relaxation.
The significant yield of vibrationally excited OD also suggests that the surface is not composed
entirely of – CD3 endgroups, but that secondary and/or tertiary units along the backbone are
exposed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1624833#

In contrast to the well-studied dynamics of interfacial
collisions of gas-phase species with solid surfaces, those
with liquids have received relatively much less attention.
This situation has been changing quite rapidly in recent
years, particularly with respect to inelastic scattering. In this
communication, we present a new experimental approach to
the direct determination of the internal state distribution of
nascent reaction products that escape into the gas phase fol-
lowing the attack of a liquid surface by a gas-phase reactant.
We believe this is the first time such nascent internal energy
distributions have been measured, not only for the selected
system of O(3P) atoms reacting with a long-chain liquid hy-
drocarbon, but for any such gas–liquid interfacial reaction.
The results complement existing direct measurements of
product velocities for these systems. We believe they have a
high potential to reveal information about the dynamics of
the interfacial reaction and indirectly about the structure of
the liquid surface itself.

Despite the lack of knowledge of their dynamics, such
collisions are of direct practical interest in a diversity of
fields. These include exchange and reaction of atmospheric
gases at the surfaces of suspended particles and the sea, bio-
logical respiration, distillation, and other industrial processes
involving mixed phases. More specifically, the interaction of
gas-phase O atoms with the surfaces of condensed phase
saturated hydrocarbons are important in several contexts.
Oxygen plasmas are used to etch and strip polymer surfaces
in the microelectronics industry and to improve adhesion.1,2

Erosion of polymeric components of satellites in low earth
orbit, where the atmosphere contains a high proportion of
atomic oxygen and collision energies are relatively high be-
cause of the orbital motion, is of real concern.3 This formed

part of the motivation of the recent studies4–6 most closely
related to our own work. These authors pioneered an ap-
proach in which a molecular beam of oxygen atoms was
directed at a liquid hydrocarbon surface and the scattered
products detected by time-of-flight mass spectrometry
~TOFMS!. The speciation and velocity distributions of the
volatile products were measured. Inelastically scattered O
atoms, and product OH and H2O molecules were detected.
Our new results therefore complement these measurements
by providing the internal state distributions of the OH prod-
ucts not amenable to TOFMS detection.

Below we attempt a preliminary interpretation of the re-
sults in terms of the possible mechanisms that may lead to
OH production, and infer any information this may reveal
about the molecular structure of the liquid surface. We are
guided in this by the much richer detail that is known about
the dynamics of the corresponding reactions of O(3P) with
smaller members of the saturated alkane family in the homo-
geneous gas phase.7 This includes both experimental
studies8–12 and supporting high level theory.13–20

Our new experimental approach applies laser-photolytic
initiation in combination with laser spectroscopic detection
to a gas–liquid interfacial chemical reaction. It is described
here only in outline. Further details will be included in a
subsequent report. A continually refreshed liquid hydrocar-
bon surface is generated using a wheel~radius 5 cm! and
scraper device similar in concept to those that have been
described previously.21–23During experiments the liquid was
maintained at a controlled temperature, typically in the
present study210 to 215 °C. The partially branched, deu-
terated hydrocarbon squalane~2, 6, 10, 15, 19, 23-
hexamethyltetracosane, C30D62) was selected because of its
convenient combination of low melting point and very low
vapor pressure at ambient temperatures (;131027 Torr ata!Electronic mail: k.g.mckendrick@hw.ac.uk
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room temperature!. The liquid-surface assembly was con-
tained in a custom-built vacuum chamber. O(3P) atoms were
produced at a selected distance above the surface by laser
photolysis of bulk NO2 admitted at a controlled pressure,
typically in the region of 1 mTorr. The 355 nm photolysis
beam ~third harmonic Nd:YAG Laser, Continuum Surelite
SLII-10! propagated parallel to the liquid surface and had a
typical energy of 120 mJ in a;5 ns pulse. The laser polar-
ization was selected to optimize the fraction of the moder-
ately anisotropic angular distribution of recoiling O(3P) at-
oms directed towards the surface.24

OD radicals were detected by laser-induced fluorescence
excited on the well-knownA–X Dv511 bands around 290
nm. The probe laser beam~Nd:YAG-laser pumped
frequency-doubled dye laser, Spectron Laser Systems
SL803S, SL4000G, SL4000EX! counter-propagated the pho-
tolysis beam at a similar distance above the surface, with a
typical pulse energy of;1 mJ in a;5 ns pulse. Fluores-
cence was collected by a commercial UV-transmitting liquid
light guide positioned;1 cm from the probe beam. The light
passed to a photomultiplier tube through an interference filter
centered on theA–X diagonal bands to discriminate against
scattered laser light. Signals were digitized and captured in
the standard way using suitable CAMAC~IEEE 583! mod-
ules, which also allowed control of the timing of the lasers
and the probe laser wavelength.

Gases were used as supplied by the manufacturers (NO2

BOC, 98.3%, N2 BOC, 99.9995%!. In particular, all com-
mercial sources of NO2 investigated have been found to con-
tain trace levels of H-containing contaminants. These are
well known10,25 to produce a background level of OH in
photolytic experiments of this type. The use of fully deuter-
ated squalane therefore provides discrimination against these
spurious signals, which are completely negligible for OD.

Strong and unmistakable OD LIF signals were detected
using this experimental arrangement. The typical achievable
signal-to-noise for OD (v850) in a single 3-h scan is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. This was obtained under ‘‘collision-free’’
conditions where there would be effectively no secondary
gas-phase collisions of either the recoiling O(3P) atoms or of
the returning OD molecules. In addition to the indirect pre-
caution of deuterium substitution, we confirmed directly that
the observed OD LIF signals come from reaction at the liq-
uid surface through the measured time dependence of their
appearance. This was correlated as expected with the dis-
tance from the photolysis and probe beams to the liquid sur-
face. A typical set of results is shown in Fig. 2 for probing on
the strongestQ1(1) line. The shapes of these plots are quite
distinct from those for bimolecular gas-phase reactions,
which show a maximum slope at the earliest times and do
not include an initial period in which there is essentially no
LIF signal that is apparent in Fig. 2. The length of this period
fits sensibly with the expected round trip flight time of O(3P)
to the surface and the return of the OD, consistent with the
expected lab-frame velocities. The average O(3P) speed over
the known but broad distribution produced by NO2 photoly-
sis is of order 1340 m s21. The appropriately weighted aver-
age collision energy with the surface, treating it as infinitely
massive, is 15.8 kJ mol21. The peak signal drops as a high

power of the average distance, which is also expected from
the geometry of the experiment. The exact profile is a com-
plicated convolution over the~known! distribution of O(3P)
speeds and~unknown! OD speeds, and nontrivial geometric
averaging, so we have not attempted any quantitative analy-
sis at this stage.

Our principal aim was to derive internal product state
distributions from the LIF excitation spectra. To eliminate
complications and uncertainties related to a number of rota-
tional level-dependent factors affecting detection sensitivity,
we have used a relative calibration method similar to that
described previously in our related work on gas-phase
reactions.10,12 This is based on recording a calibration spec-

FIG. 1. Representative ODA–X ~1,0! LIF excitation spectrum observed
from reaction of O(3P) at the C30D62 liquid surface. Photolysis-probe
delay515ms. Probe-laser beam to liquid surface distance53 mm. Pressure
of NO251.0 mTorr. Liquid surface temperature214 °C.

FIG. 2. Measured appearance of the ODA–X ~1,0! Q1(1) LIF signal as a
function of delay between photolysis and probe pulses. Nominal probe-laser
beam to liquid surface distances of~a! 3, ~b! 8, and~c! 13 mm. Pressure of
NO251.0 mTorr. Liquid surface temperature214 °C.
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trum from a sample with a known, thermalized Boltzmann
distribution of rotational and fine-structure levels. This will
be achieved rapidly through secondary gas-phase collisions
of OD. We therefore recorded additional calibration ‘‘ther-
mal’’ spectra, in which we added a further 50 mTorr of N2 to
the observation chamber, shortly before and after the nascent
spectra. N2 is known to be an efficient rotational quencher of
OH.26 We also increased the time delay between photolysis
and probe to 30ms. The net effect is that, relative to the peak
signal at 15ms for a 3 mmprobe–surface distance under
nascent conditions in Fig. 2, the molecules observed in the
thermal calibration experiment have a collision number that
is 100 times higher. We estimate that under nascent condi-
tions a molecule would on average suffer;0.15 gas-kinetic
collisions during the full period, with a corresponding mean
free path of order;5 cm. In contrast, the thermal spectra are
characteristic of;15 collisions and a mean free path of
;0.5 mm. We believe this is sufficient for them to be ther-
mally equilibrated from a distribution that turns out not to
depart substantially from a room temperature distribution in
the first place.

Somewhat to our surprise, we find that both OD (v8
50) and (v851) are produced in significant yield. We have
not yet attempted a detailed measure of the branching ratio
~this cannot be established by the calibration method de-
scribed above!. However, a preliminary assessment of the
relative signal levels indicates that the OD (v851) yield is
similar to that of OD (v850) and it is definitely not a small
minority channel.

For each of these two OD vibrational levels, we have
derived nascent rotational, fine-structure andL-doublet
populations. In both cases these distributions fit well to a
Boltzmann population that is slightly colder~of order
;20 K) than the 298 K assumed for the thermal calibration
spectrum. The fine-structure populations are also consistent
with such Boltzmann temperatures and theL-doublet popu-
lations did not depart significantly from equality for the
matchingA8 andA9 levels.

We discuss briefly what these measurements might re-
veal about the nature of the reaction dynamics. The previous
molecular beam scattering experiments4–6 have demon-
strated that under their conditions, over a range of collision
energies starting somewhat above the average in our experi-
ments, the OH speed and angular distributions suggest two
distinct contributions to the dynamics. There is a fast, di-
rectly scattered component and a slower component inter-
preted as being produced through an indirect trapping-
desorption mechanism. Some of the trapped OH goes on to
form H2O.

We preliminarily interpret the current, common,
Boltzmann-like rotational temperatures observed for both vi-
brational levels as being evidence that a direct mechanism is
not the dominant process under our conditions. Our results
do not preclude a component of the products being produced
directly, but if this had been the majority process we would
have expected to observe significant deviations from thermal
rotational distributions. To see why we are led to this con-
clusion, it is necessary to compare these populations with
what would have been expected from the equivalent direct

gas phase process, which we take as the best available pre-
dictor of the direct mechanism at the surface. We show in
Fig. 3 the corresponding rotational distributions for each vi-
brational level from the current measurements alongside
those we have measured previously12 for the homogeneous
gas-phase reaction of O(3P) with cyclo-C6D12. This is
the largest hydrocarbon molecule for which gas-phase data
are available, but we would not expect there to be strong
dependence on size based on previous trends amongst those
molecules that have been studied.7 It is clear that forv850
the gas-phase rotational distribution is slightlyhotter
(;170 K in the typical equivalent ‘‘temperature’’! than the
near thermal gas–liquid distribution, whereas forv851 it is
substantiallycolder (;2100 K). These are very character-
istic and universal features of the gas-phase reactions. The
differences with the current results are well beyond the ex-
perimental uncertainties in the data.

Our provisional proposal is therefore that the majority of
the OD we have detected from reaction at the surface has
been trapped sufficiently for it to acquire a rotational tem-
perature near that of the liquid, regardless of the vibrational
level it was formed in. This trapping clearly does not persist

FIG. 3. Comparison of~a! OD (v850,F1) and ~b! OD (v851,F1) rota-
tional populations for reaction of O(3P) with a liquid C30D62 surface~circles
d with dashed line ----! ~error bars represent one standard deviation from
the mean of multiple measurements!; cyclo-C6D12 in the homogeneous gas
phase~trianglesm with dotted line••••••!, from Ref. 12.
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for long enough to cause complete vibrational relaxation. It
could be as transitory as the equivalent of the few secondary
collisions necessary to achieve rotational equilibration.

In addition, the fact that we observe a significant yield of
OD (v851) at all is strongly suggestive about the structure
of the liquid surface. As is also well known from the gas
phase, and simply explained in terms of relative bond
strengths, very little vibrationally excited OD would be ex-
pected from reaction with the primary C–D bonds in the
– CD3 groups that terminate the squalane chains. This is true
for abstraction of primary hydrogen atoms from gas-phase
molecules7 even at higher collision energies than those used
in the current experiments. The same effect is indirectly con-
firmed in the one theoretical investigation27 of which we are
aware of reaction of O(3P) at a related model self-assembled
monolayer surface. Quasiclassical trajectory calculations on
this surface, terminated by construction with all-primary
C–H units, result in very little vibrational excitation in the
product OH. We therefore propose that it is likely that seg-
ments of the main body of the chain, containing weaker sec-
ondary and/or tertiary C–D units, are exposed at the surface
of liquid squalane and are largely responsible for the produc-
tion of OD (v851). This is an interesting observation be-
cause it contrasts with molecular dynamics simulations28 of
model straight chainn-alkanes~decane and eicosane! that
suggest that the surface layer is dominated by endgroups.
However, as far as we are aware, there have been no equiva-
lent predictions for squalane itself and it is possible, among
other explanations, that the discrepancy could be related to
its branched-chain structure.

This program of experiments continues and we plan to
report more fully on the results in due course.
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